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Abstract

It is a general problem to investigate the trade o� between the complexity of al-

gorithmic problems, the structure of the input objects and the expressive power of

problem description languages. The article concentrates on linear time algorithms

and on �rst order logic (FO) as problem description language. One of the main

results is a proof that each FO-problem can be solved in linear time for arbitrary

relational structures of universally bounded degree.
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1 Introduction

It could be one of the ultimate goals of computer science to �nd a general

problem solver, i.e. a machinery which transforms each algorithmic problem

P into an algorithm to solve P for arbitrary inputs. But unfortunately, it is

well-known that there is no such algorithm whose input is a formal description

' of an arbitrary algorithmic problem P and whose output is an algorithm to

solve P . Hence it is an interesting question to �nd restrictions on ' and P

under which the above question could have an a�rmative answer. A possible

formalization is to �nd a language L (or more precise a logic, i.e. a language

and its semantics) and a class K of structures, such that each problem P

which can be described by a formula ' in L can be solved e�ciently for each

structure G 2 K. Now it is the problem to �nd L and K in such a way that

the expressive power of L is strong, i.e. many algorithmic problems can be

expressed in it, the class K is large, i.e. it contains many structures interesting

for applications, and all these problems can be solved with low complexity,

i.e. in polynomial or better in linear time.

Many approaches developed in connection with this problem concentrated

on strong languages with high expressive power, but had to pay the price
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of very restricted classes of structures. The most successful ones investi-

gated extensions of the strong monadic second order language (MSO) or re-

lated algebraic-logical approaches in connection with structures of universally

bounded tree width, i.e. structures which are up to a certain parameter close

related to trees ([2,6,8,9,11,13,14,16,31,36,40,42]). In many of these cases one

gets even linear time algorithms. However in case that one is interested in

larger classes of structures it seems to be necessary to lower the expressive

power of the corresponding language L. With respect to such classes of struc-

tures almost all existing general results belong to the theory of descriptive

complexity.

Historically, the investigation of connections between complexity classes

on one hand and descriptions in (logical) languages on the other started with

Ronald Fagin's seminal paper [22], where he proved thatNP coincides with the

class of problems expressible in existential second order logic. Immerman [33]

proved corresponding results for P, NL and several other complexity classes

using extensions of the classical �rst-order calculus by various operators and

prompted thus the development of descriptive complexity as an own branch

of complexity theory. Several of the articles in this area concentrated on the

famos P-NP{ or theNP-Co-NP{Problem and investigated languages whose

expressive power is higher than that of �rst-order logic, e.g. extensions of

�rst-oder logic by certain operators, as e.g. a �xpoint operator (LFP), for

which it was proved that P= (FO + LFP) if structures with an ordered

universe are regarded (see [33]). Pure �rst order logic did not get so much

attention, since its expressive power is relatively weak and it was one of the

early results of this area that FO is strictly contained in L and hence in P,

where L denotes the class of deterministic logspace computable problems (see

[4,32]).

The main result of this article is a proof that each �rst-order problem

can be solved in linear time if only relational structures of bounded degree are

regarded. The basic idea of the proof is a localization technique which based on

a method which was originally developed by Hanf [30] to show that two in�nite

structures agree on all �rst-order sentences. Fagin, Stockmeyer and Vardi

[23] developed a variant of this technique which is applicable in descriptive

complexity theory to �nite relational structures of universally bounded degree.

Variants of this result can be found also in [25] (see also [46]). The essential

content of this result, which is denoted also as the Hanf-Sphere Lemma, is

that two relational structures of bounded degree ful�ll the same �rst-order

sentences of a certain quanti�er-rank, if both contain up to a certain number

m the same number of isomorphism types of substructures of a bounded radius

r.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces the basic terminol-

ogy and the notion BIORAM which serves as basis of the linear time com-

putability used in this paper. Section 3 introduces local r-types and handles

the case of structures of bounded degree by reducing the general problem to a

local investigation of r-types. Some open problems and remarks conclude the

paper in section 4.
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2 De�nitions and conventions

This section is devoted to a brief introduction of the basic terminology, Notions

from logic or complexity theory not introduced in this or the following sections

are standard and the reader is referred e.g. to [10,12,20,37].

A �nite signature S for relational structures is a �nite set of relation sym-

bols R1; : : : ; Rs, each with a �xed arity ri > 0, and constant symbols c1; : : : ; ct,

but without function symbols. An S-structure G = (AG; RG1 ; : : : ; R
G
s ; c

G
1 ; : : : ; c

G
t )

consists of a �nite set AG, the domain or universe, from which we assume that

it is the set f1; : : : ; ng for a natural number n, relations RGi over AG of arity

ri (for each i : 1 � i � s) and elements cGj of AG (for each j : 1 � j � t). The

individuals of the domain of a structure are sometimes denoted as points or in
analogy to graphs as vertices. For a structure G we will denote its domain by

j G j. The number of the elements of an arbitrary set B will be denoted also

as j B j, but this will cause no di�culties, since sets and structures can be

typographically distinguished. An S-structure G is called �nite in case that

its domain is. Unless otherwise stated, throughout the rest of this article we

make the assumption that all structures that will be considered are �nite. If

S is a signature, let STRUCT (S) = fG : G is a �nite S-structureg.

For a subset B � AG, that contains all cGj (with 1 � j � t), the induced

substructure G # B is the structure (B;RG1 \B
r
1; :::; R

G
s \ B

r
s ; c

G
1 ; : : : ; c

G
t ).

Individuals a and b from AG are said to be adjacent by RGi , if there are

x1; : : : ; xri, such that a = b or ((x1; : : : ; xri) 2 R
G
i and a = xj; b = xk for some

j; k � ri). We will sometimes denote (x1; : : : ; xri) as R
G
i -edge connecting a and

b. a and b are said to be adjacent in G if there is a relationRGi such that a and b

are adjacent byRGi . In this case a is said to be incident with the corresponding
edge (x1; :::; xri). The degree of an individual a is the cardinality of the set of

individuals adjacent to a but not equal to a. The degree of a structure is the
maximum of the degrees of its individuals. A sequence x0; : : : ; xm is called a

G-path, (or simply a path if it is clear which structure is used), if for every

j < m, xj and xj+1 are adjacent. m is denoted as the length of this path.

The distance dG(a; b) between a and b in G is the length of a shortest path

from a to b in G. For r � 0 the r-neighbourhood of x in G, NG
r (a), consists

of all b 2 AG with dG(a; b) � r. The superscript G will be omitted, whenever

possible.

The language L(S) of �rst-order logic for the signature S contains the

relations and constant symbols from S, \=" to denote the equality relation,

^, _, : as logical connectives \and", \or" and "not", x, y, z, x1, x2, x3,: : :

as individual variables, running over the elements of the domain and 8, 9

as symbols for the quanti�ers \for all" and \there exists". The �rst-order
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formulas for this language L(S) are build as usual.

The quanti�er-rank of a formula ', denoted as qr(') is de�ned by induction

on the structure of formulas:

qr(') := 0 if ' is atomic ,

qr(' ^  ) := max(qr('); qr(psi)) ; qr(' _  ) := max(qr('); qr(psi)) ;

qr(:') := qr(') ;

qr(8x') := qr(') + 1 ; qr(9x') := qr(') + 1 :

Let G1 and G2 be two S-structures and assume n2N. We de�ne the relation

�n between structures of the same signature by: G1 �n G2 if and only if for

each L(S)-formula ' with qr(') � n it holds:

G1 j= ' if and only if G2 j= ' :

We will say that G1 and G2 are n-equivalent in case that G1 �n G2 holds.

It was one of the trendsetting results of Ehrenfeucht [21] and Fra��ss�e [24] to

give a game-theoretic and an algebraic characterization of n-equivalence. It is

introduced in form of a game between two players, which have the possibility to

choose alternatively one of the structures and a point in the chosen structure.

Player I, the spoiler 1 , starts the game by choosing arbitrarily one of the two

structures and a point in its domain. Player II, the duplicator, continues

by choosing a point in the other structure. In the second round the spoiler

chooses again arbitralily one of the two structures and a point in its domain

and the duplicator chooses a point in the other structure, and so on. The

game is played in this way over n rounds. Assume that the points selected

in G1 are a1; : : : ; an and the points selected in G2 are b1,. . . ,bn, where the

index i of ai, bi (1 � i � n) indicates that the point was chosen in round

i. Let A be the set fa1; : : : ; ang and B fb1; : : : ; bng. The duplicator wins the

game if f(a1; b1); : : : ; (an; bn)g is an isomorphism between G1 # A and G2 # B,

otherwise the spoiler wins. In case that the duplicator has a winning strategy,

we write G1 �=n G2 and call G1 and G2 Ehrenfeucht-Fra��ss�e n-equivalent.

Some of the known results on these relations are collected in the following

Theorem 2.1 [21,24] (see also [20]): Let S be a �nite signature for relational

structures and let G1 and G2 be S-structures.

(i) For each n 2 N it holds: G1 �n G2 if and only if G1 �=n G2

(ii) �n and �=n are equivalence relations with �nitely many equivalence classes

and for each equivalence class � there is an L(S)-formula �� of quanti�er-
rank n such that

� = fG : G is an S-structure and G j= ��g

We will think of a problem or a property P as a set of S-structures for a

signature S. P is expressible or de�nable by a formula ' from L(S) (L(S)-

de�nable for short) if P = fG : G is a �nite S-structure and G j= 'g.

The latter set is also denoted as MOD('). Let FO be fP : there is a

1According to J. Spencer (1991).
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�nite signature S and a �rst-order formula ' 2 L(S) with P = MOD(')g.

Similarly, we de�ne FO(S) := fP : there is a �rst-order formula ' 2 L(S)

with P =MOD(')g. Aho, Ullman and Immerman proved

Theorem 2.2 [4,34]: FO � L.

Here L is the set of problems decidable by a deterministic Turing ma-

chine in logarithmic space and hence each FO-problem can be computed in

polynomial time.

It is the objective of this article to show that each FO-problem can be

decided in linear time for structures of bounded degree. But linear time is not

such a robust notion as polynomial time and there is no canonical de�nition

of linear time in literature, since it depends heavily on the used model of

computation (see [27], [26], [29]). For this reason, it is necessary to de�ne

what is meant by linear time computable problems in this article.

First, we have to de�ne the size of a relational structure G. For that

reason, it is not di�cult to generalize the adjacency-list representation known

as one of the standard representations for graphs. Here we have an entry for

each individual of the domain with s pointers to the lists of the rj-tuples with

which the corresponding individual is incident. The rj-tuples are represented

as lists with pointers to the corresponding vertices, while the constants are

marked by t additional entries with pointers to and from the corresponding

individuals. We will denote this generalized adjacency-list representation also

as gal representation.

The number of registers needed to store this gal representation of a struc-

ture G will be denoted as size(G), the size of G. Here we assume that the

name of each of the individuals �ts int o one register, i.e. we follow the idea

of the uniform cost measure (see [3]).

It is possible to prove the same results also for the logarithmic cost measure

if one assumes that the size of G is by a multiplicative factor log n larger, where

n is the number of individuals of G.

We will use a very special kind of RAM, which we will denote as BIO-

RAM, bounded input output random access machine, which has besides the

usual memory and operating registers also a sequence of input registers and a

sequence of output registers and which allows moreover the usual operations

also with these registers (especially, it is allowed to read and write into the

output registers), with the restriction that as arithmetic operations only ad-

dition \+" and subtraction \�" are allowed and one of the operands of these

operations has to be universally bounded by an arbitrary but �xed constant

B.

With this BIORAM we can solve decision problems as well as calculate

functions. Let BIOLIN be the set of all problems on relational structures

which can be decided by a BIORAM in time O(size(G)), starting with the

above gal representation of G in the �rst cells of the input register. More-

over, let BIOLINFU(S) be the set of all functions from STRUCT (S) to

STRUCT (S) which are computable by a BIORAM in time linear in the size

of the input structure G in such a way that the gal representation of G is
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written in the �rst size(G) cells of the input register and the output structure

H is written also in gal representation in the �rst cells of the output register.

It is not the goal of this article to investigate the relation of this model

of linear time computation to other models. Here it serves only as an aid to

deduce a linear time algorithm. But at �rst it is obvious that the ordinary

LINTIME, i.e. the languages decidable by a deterministic Turing machine

in linear time, are contained (up to a certain coding) in BIOLIN. It is not

di�cult to see that the model is not too powerful. For that reason we interpret

the content of the registers as natural numbers. Let k be the largest number of

an input register and assume that the input length, the number of nonempty

imput cells, is n. Then the largest number which is represented by an arbitrary

register cell after the performance of c�n steps is at most c�B �n+k. On the

other hand, it is suitably designed to handle problems for relational structures

and especially graphs, since some of the well-known linear time computable

graph functions can be computed on BIORAMS in linear time.

Lemma 2.3 Let S be the signature for graphs. Assume that DFS or BFS

are the functions computing to a graph one of its depth or breath �rst search
trees. Then DFS and BFS are in BIOLINFU(S). The problem to decide for

a graph its connectedness is in BIOLIN.

To prove this lemma one follows simply the standard linear time algorithms

(see e.g. [12]) and observes that they can be performed on BIORAMs in linear

time. Similarly, one can calculate strongly connected components, decide

planarity and perform topological sort.

It is useful to observe that functions computable in linear time by BIO-

RAMs are closed under composition.

Lemma 2.4 Let S be an arbitrary signature for relational structures.

Then f; g 2 BIOLINFU(S) implies f � g 2BIOLINFU(S).

This is obvious, since one can easily combine the output of one BIORAM

with the input of the other, because it is allowed to rewrite the output it can

serve as intermediate memory.

3 Structures of bounded degree and local properties

For an arbitrary natural number d � 1 let BDd be the class of �nite relational

structures of degree � d and assume that for an arbitrary class K of relational

structures FO# K is de�ned to be fP \K : P 2 FOg. Now the main result

can be formulated:

Theorem 3.1 For each natural number d � 1 it holds:
FO# BDd � BIOLIN.

For d = 1 the result is almost trivial and for d = 2 it is easy for the

simplicity of the structures in BD1 and BD2. But it is not necessary to

handle these cases extra. One of the ingredients in the proof is a technique of

Hanf [30], developed to prove the elementary equivalence of in�nite structures,

which was adapted to �nite structures and brought to the attention of the
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computer science audience by Fagin, Stockmeyer and Vardi [23] (see also [46]).

Let G be a relational structure and let a be an element in the domain of G.

Moreover, let r be an arbitrary natural number. Hanf de�ned the r-type of a

in G to be the isomorphism type of (G # NG
r (a); a), i.e. where (G # N

G
r (a); a)

is assumed to be the restriction of G to the r-neighbourhood of a in G, where

a is designated as value of a new constant, which is denoted as root or origin.

More precisely, individuals a1 and a2 in the domain of two structures G1 and

G2, respectively, have the same r-type if G1 # N
G1
r (a1) �= G2 # N

G
r (a2) under

an isomorphism mapping a1 to a2. r will be also denoted as radius of the

r-type. A structure representing such a type is denoted as rooted S-structure

of radius r. Let r 2N and m � 1 be given and assume that S is a signature for

relational structures. Following Fagin, Stockmeyer and Vardi [23] we de�ne:

S-structures G1 and G2 are said to be (r;m)-equivalent if and only if for every

r-type � , either G1 and G2 have the same number of individuals with r-type

� , or else both have at least m individuals with r-type � . The following result

is due to Fagin, Stockmeyer and Vardi:

Theorem 3.2 [23]: Let n and d be positive integers. There are positive in-
tegers r, m, where r depends only on n, such that whenever G1 and G2 are

(r,m)-equivalent structures of degree at most d, then G1 �n G2.

Normally, an arbitrary FO-problem has to be regarded as a global prob-

lem, i.e. a problem which can only be decided by examining simultaneously

di�erent locations of the regarded structure, which are usually far away from

each other. Theorem 3.2 is one of the essential ingredients of the proof of our

Theorem 3.1, since it enables us to reduce an arbitrary FO-problem to a local
problem (see also [42] for related aspects of more expressive languages) , i.e.

a problem which can be decided by visiting once each vertex of the structure

and looking only to its neighbourhood of a certain �xed radius.

Proof of Theorem 3.2: Assume that ' is an L(S)-formula for a signature

S of relational structures. Let n be the quanti�er-rank of ' and let d be a

natural number, the upper bound of the degree of our structures. Let � be

an equivalence class of �n. Hence, by Theorem 2.1 it is also an equivalence

class for �=n. If ' holds in one of the structures G from �, i.e. G j= ', then

it holds in all, since qr(') � n. In this case, we will say that ' holds in �.

Let �1; : : : ;�k1 be an enumeration of all equivalence classes for �n in which

' holds and let �1; :::;�k2 be an enumeration of all equivalence classes for

�n in which ' does not hold. Then �1; : : : ;�k1 ; �1; : : : ;�k2 is a complete

enumeration of all equivalence classes of �n.

Now, choose r and m as in Theorem 3.2 for the above n and d. There

is only a �nite number of r-types for S-structures of degree � d, since there

is a universal bound for the number of vertices. Let �1; : : : ; �p be a complete

enumeration of all possible r-types for S-structures. Each of these r-types �i
can be represented by a structure Hi. One should notice that these struc-

tures are almost S-structures, since they have one constant additional to the

signature, the origin, or root. Hence, the enumeration �1; : : : ; �p can be ef-

fectively determined by investigating all possible S-structures of radius � r.
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Now, two S-structures G1 and G2 are (r;m)-equivalent if and only if for all i,

with 1 � i � p the following holds:
�

j fa : a 2j G1 j and (NG1
r (a); a) is of r-type �i j

=

j fb : b 2j G2 j and (NG2
r (b); b) is of r-type �i j

�

or

�
j fa : a 2j G1 j and (NG1

r (a); a) is of r-type �i j � m

and

j fb : b 2j G2 j and (NG2
r (b); b) is of r-type �i j � m

�

For an arbitrary S-structure G de�ne � (G) to be the p-tuple (%1; : : : ; %p) by:

�i:=

8>><
>>:

j fa : a 2j G j and (NG
r (a); a) is of r-type �ig j if it is < m

m otherwise

Using this notion, we get that two S-structures G1 and G2 are (r;m)-

equivalent if and only if %(G1) = %(G2). Obviously, (r;m)-equivalence is an

equivalence relation on the set of S-structures. But the number of such p-

tuples � (G) is bounded by (m+ 1)p, since only 0; 1; : : : ;m appear as compo-

nents. Hence, there are at most (m + 1)p equivalence classes of S-structures

for the (r;m)-equivalence relation. Each such (r;m)-equivalence class can be

represented by a p-tuple � (G) for a suitable S-structure G. Note that not each

such p-tuple can represent a real S-structure, since some are eventually not

realizable. By Theorem 3.2, the equivalence relation for (r;m)-equivalence is a

subdivision of the equivalence relation for �n. Let U1; : : : ;Uq with q � (m+1)p

be a maximal system of pairwise not (r;m)-equivalentS-structures, i.e. a com-

plete system of representatives for each (r;m)-equivalence class. Now select

those of these representatives Ui in, which ' holds. Assume that V1; : : : ;Vq1

is a complete system of representatives for these. The structures V1; : : : ;Vq1

can be chosen as representatives for the (�n)�equivalence classes �1; : : : ;�k1 ,

where some of these classes have many representatives among the structures

V1; : : : ;Vq1, since (r;m)-equivalence re�nes (�n). Such a system can be e�ec-

tively determined if U1; :::;Uq is given. The result will follow then from the

next two statements:

(�) For an arbitrary S-structure G it holds: G j= ' if and only if there is

an i with 1 � i � q1 such that G and Vi are (r;m)-equivalent.

To prove (�) assume �rst G j= '. There exists a j with 1 � j � q such

that G is (r;m)-equivalent to Uj , since U1; : : : ;Uq is a complete system of

representatives for (r;m)-equivalence. By Theorem 3.2 it holds that Uj j= '.

But then Uj is one of the Vi for a certain i with 1 � i � q1. For the other
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direction assume that i with 1 � i � q1 is chosen such that G and Vi are

(r;m)-equivalent. By Theorem 2.1 it holds that Vi �n G and hence G j= '

since qr(') � n and Vi j= ', what proves (�).

(�) For an arbitrary S-structure G the following holds: G j= ' if and only

if there is an i with 1 � i � q1 such that %(G) = %(Vi).

This is a simple combination of the above statement on % and (�). The

algorithm wanted is now the following:

The input is an S-structure G of degree � d.

FOR i := 1 TO p DO

�i := 0

� := (�i)1�i�p

END (�FOR �)

FOR each vertex a 2j G j DO

determine NG
r (a)

FOR i := 1 TO p DO

IF [NG
r (a) has r-type �i and �i � m ]

THEN �i := �i + 1

END (� IF �)

END (� FOR �)

IF � 2 f%(V1); : : : ; %(Vq1)g

THEN print "G j= '"

ELSE print "G j= :'"

END (� IF �)

END (� FOR �).

The correctness of this algorithm follows immediately from (�). It is not

di�cult to see that it can be performed on a BIORAM in time linear in

size(G) in case that G is given in gal-representation. At �rst, note that the

size of NG
r (a) is universally bounded (i.e. independent of the input G) for

S-structures G of degree � d. Hence, also the size of each of the structures

V1; : : : ;Vp1 is universally bounded.

Moreover, the checking whether NG
r (a) has r-type �i can also be performed

in a universally bounded time, independent of G, a and i. But p and q1 are

also �xed and each component of the vector %(Vi) is � m, hence also the

test � 2 f%(V1); : : : ; %(Vq1)g can be performed in constant time. All the �i
are � m. Hence, also the addition �i := �i + 1 and the test �i � m can be

performed on our BIORAM in constant time. Therefore, the time of each step

(each new vertex a) of the main FOR-loop can be universally bounded by a

constant. But each vertex a (i.e. together with its neighbourhood) is regarded

exactly once, hence the algorithm works in linear time on a BIORAM if G is
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given in gal-representation. This proves Theorem 3.2. 2

Remark 3.3 It is not di�cult to see that a similar result can be proved if

instead of the uniform cost measure the logarithmic cost measure is regarded.

But then one has to measure the time complexity of the algorithm in the log-

arithmic size of the input structure G.

The result is surprising, since on the �rst view one would expect a poly-

nomial time algorithm to decide for a given (arbitrary) structure the truth

of a given (but �xed) formula with a large block of nested quanti�ers. The

result shows the usefulness of Theorem 3.2 which can be regarded as a gen-

eral principle to reduce global (�rst-order) problems to local problems (on

neighbourhoods).

4 Concluding remarks

Obviously, there are linear time computable problems which are not express-

ible in �rst-order logic. One of those problems is for instance EVEN, the

problem to determine, whether the domain of a given structure has even car-

dinality or the problem of the connectedness of a graph.

The algorithm presented in this article works in linear time, but it is not

practical since the hidden constants grow exponentially. But as long as the

P6=NP{problem is undecided, there is no hope to avoid this disadvantage.

Theorem 4.1 If P6=NP, then there is no polynomial time algorithm to solve
the above problem whose hidden constants are polynomially bounded.

This can easily be seen by coding the satis�ability problem of an arbitrarily

given propositional formula with n propositional variables into a �rst-oder

formula with n existential quanti�ers in the signature with only one unary

relation, denoted e.g. as Q. Each propositional variable p then corresponds

to Q(xp) and each negated propositional variable :q corresponds to :Q(xq),

where xp and xq are new individual variables. The propositional connectives :,

_ and ^ are translated by themself. The new introduced individual variables

xp (for each propositional variable of the original proposition) are quanti�ed

at the beginning of the transformed formula by existential quanti�ers (9xq).

The original propositional formula is satis�able if the transformed �rst-oder

formula is true in a very simple special model, which has 2n isolated vertices,

n are in the unary relation and n are not. The truth of the transformed

formula in the special model could be decided in polynomial time in case that

the hidden constants in the algorithm would be polynomially bounded in the

size of the input structure, hence polynomially bounded in n in this case. But

then we have P=NP, which contradicts our assumption.

Even if one accepts these large constants as inevitable the presented method

is disadvantageous, since the algorithm depends e�ectively on the key struc-

tures V1; : : : ;Vp1, which are very di�cult to �nd. Here is an analogy to the

results of Robertson and Seymour's polynomial time algorithms for minor

closed classes of graphs [38]. But in contrast to these results, here one can

show that the key structures cannot be found algorithmicly, since then the
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Erf�ullbarkeitsproblem der Pr�adikatenlogik (satis�ability problem of predicate

logic) could be solved. Hence, the above method cannot be automatized. More

precisely, we have the following

Theorem 4.2 There is no algorithm which takes as input an arbitrary �rst-

order formula ' and calculates the key structures V1; : : : ;Vp1 in the above

algorithm.

To see this, one has simply to observe that if one could compute these

structures for an arbitrary �rst-order formula ', then one could solve the

satis�ability problem for �nite structures, which is impossible by Trahtenbrot's

Theorem (see [20]). It is not di�cult to observe that this result holds also for

relational structures of bounded degree. But to decide �nite satis�ability it is

only necessary to know whether p1 = 0 or not. Hence, there is no algorithm

which computes the key structures for an arbitrary �rst-order formula.

It seems to be open, whether there is a di�erent method which is able to

construct to an arbitrarily given �rst-order formula a linear time algorithm to

solve the algorithmic problem de�ned by the formula for structures of bounded

degree, and which could at least theoretically be automatized, of course with

exponentially growing hidden constants.

Moreover, the question FO � BIOLIN ? seems to be open. In this

unbounded case one is not able to investigate isomorphism types of local

neighbourhoods, since they can become very large, in the worst case they

can contain the whole structure.
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